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to continue trying hard to do something difficult you ll never learn to play the piano if you re not prepared to stick to it fewer examples i think i ll stick to my first plan i d better stick
to the rules i find it very hard to stick to a diet the meaning of stick to is to continue doing or using something especially when it is difficult to do so how to use stick to in a sentence
find 274 different ways to say stick to along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com if you stick to something you continue doing using saying or talking
about it rather than changing to something else perhaps he should have stuck to writing verb particle noun the phrases stick with and stick to can both mean continue to support
participate or favor however there are differences in application when talking about an activity a plan a tangible or intangible object the term can have subtly different meanings i m
sticking with swimming to continue doing or using something and not want to change it let s stick to the original plan stick to your principles and don t let yourself be bullied he
promised to help us and he stuck to his word he did as he had promised shall we meet on friday this week no let s stick to saturday she stuck to her story extra examples stick to
definition to adhere or cause to adhere to see examples of stick to used in a sentence 1 to remain loyal to committed to or supportive of something are you still sticking to your
decision to fire him so far he s sticking to the same story he gave police 2 to continue or persist in doing believing or using something i think we ll stick to our normal suppliers but
thanks for the offer stick to third person singular simple present sticks to present participle sticking to simple past and past participle stuck to idiomatic to persist to continue to use
do etc i have seen all the fancy electric toothbrushes but i m going to stick to the old fashioned kind 1 also tr to adhere or cause to adhere to 2 to continue constantly at 3 to remain
faithful to 4 not to move or digress from the speaker stuck closely to his subject 5 stick to someone s fingers informal to be stolen by someone 1 lit to adhere to someone or something
to remain affixed to someone or something the tape stuck to me and i couldn t get it off this stamp won t stick to the envelope 2 fig to continue to accompany someone or something
stick to me and i ll lead you out of here stick to the group of us and you ll be okay 3 synonyms for stick to cling to cleave to hug remember preserve retain treasure maintain antonyms
of stick to forget ignore drop disregard deny refuse overlook neglect verb keep to stick to your principles stick to the diet synonyms follow stick with abide by comply follow act in
accordance with someone s rules commands or wishes see more 1 to remain loyal to committed to or supportive of something are you still sticking to your decision to fire him so far
he s sticking to the same story he gave police 2 to continue or persist in doing believing or using something i think we ll stick to our normal suppliers but thanks for the offer for
example one dictionary does not include stick to meaning stay physically close to but another one does i guess one difference may be that stick to implies more of a rule obligation
promise agreement or principle for example stick to my word not stick with my word the phrase stick to the price is correct and usable in written english you can use it when you want
to emphasize that something should not be changed especially when it refers to the cost of something synonyms for stick to or with keep to cling to adhere to hold to stand by defend
hew to live up to antonyms of stick to or with defect from disagree with take back abandon give up recall forsake relinquish stick to stick by or stick with to stick is to attach to
something or not move there are three prepositions that are commonly used with this verb by with and to which change the verb to a phrasal verb stick to the rules is a correct and
usable part of a sentence in written english you can use it to express the idea of adhering to the rules in a given situation example we must all stick to the rules if we want to ensure
success to stick it to someone means to harshly criticize punish or retaliate against them it is a slang phrase that is often used to describe a situation where someone is seeking
revenge or payback for a perceived wrong or injustice
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stick to something english meaning cambridge dictionary May 21 2024 to continue trying hard to do something difficult you ll never learn to play the piano if you re not prepared to
stick to it fewer examples i think i ll stick to my first plan i d better stick to the rules i find it very hard to stick to a diet
stick to definition meaning merriam webster Apr 20 2024 the meaning of stick to is to continue doing or using something especially when it is difficult to do so how to use stick to
in a sentence
274 synonyms antonyms for stick to thesaurus com Mar 19 2024 find 274 different ways to say stick to along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus
com
stick to definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 18 2024 if you stick to something you continue doing using saying or talking about it rather than changing to
something else perhaps he should have stuck to writing verb particle noun
verbs difference between stick with and stick to Jan 17 2024 the phrases stick with and stick to can both mean continue to support participate or favor however there are
differences in application when talking about an activity a plan a tangible or intangible object the term can have subtly different meanings i m sticking with swimming
stick to phrasal verb definition pictures pronunciation Dec 16 2023 to continue doing or using something and not want to change it let s stick to the original plan stick to your
principles and don t let yourself be bullied he promised to help us and he stuck to his word he did as he had promised shall we meet on friday this week no let s stick to saturday she
stuck to her story extra examples
stick to definition meaning dictionary com Nov 15 2023 stick to definition to adhere or cause to adhere to see examples of stick to used in a sentence
stick to something idioms by the free dictionary Oct 14 2023 1 to remain loyal to committed to or supportive of something are you still sticking to your decision to fire him so far
he s sticking to the same story he gave police 2 to continue or persist in doing believing or using something i think we ll stick to our normal suppliers but thanks for the offer
stick to wiktionary the free dictionary Sep 13 2023 stick to third person singular simple present sticks to present participle sticking to simple past and past participle stuck to
idiomatic to persist to continue to use do etc i have seen all the fancy electric toothbrushes but i m going to stick to the old fashioned kind
stick to definition of stick to by the free dictionary Aug 12 2023 1 also tr to adhere or cause to adhere to 2 to continue constantly at 3 to remain faithful to 4 not to move or digress
from the speaker stuck closely to his subject 5 stick to someone s fingers informal to be stolen by someone
stick to something idioms by the free dictionary Jul 11 2023 1 lit to adhere to someone or something to remain affixed to someone or something the tape stuck to me and i couldn t get
it off this stamp won t stick to the envelope 2 fig to continue to accompany someone or something stick to me and i ll lead you out of here stick to the group of us and you ll be okay 3
stick to synonyms 50 similar and opposite words merriam Jun 10 2023 synonyms for stick to cling to cleave to hug remember preserve retain treasure maintain antonyms of
stick to forget ignore drop disregard deny refuse overlook neglect
stick to definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com May 09 2023 verb keep to stick to your principles stick to the diet synonyms follow stick with abide by comply follow act in
accordance with someone s rules commands or wishes see more
stick to idioms by the free dictionary Apr 08 2023 1 to remain loyal to committed to or supportive of something are you still sticking to your decision to fire him so far he s sticking to
the same story he gave police 2 to continue or persist in doing believing or using something i think we ll stick to our normal suppliers but thanks for the offer
is there any difference between stick to and stick with Mar 07 2023 for example one dictionary does not include stick to meaning stay physically close to but another one does i guess
one difference may be that stick to implies more of a rule obligation promise agreement or principle for example stick to my word not stick with my word
stick to the price english examples in context ludwig Feb 06 2023 the phrase stick to the price is correct and usable in written english you can use it when you want to emphasize that
something should not be changed especially when it refers to the cost of something
stick to or with synonyms 72 similar and opposite words Jan 05 2023 synonyms for stick to or with keep to cling to adhere to hold to stand by defend hew to live up to antonyms
of stick to or with defect from disagree with take back abandon give up recall forsake relinquish
stick to stick by or stick with grammarist Dec 04 2022 stick to stick by or stick with to stick is to attach to something or not move there are three prepositions that are commonly
used with this verb by with and to which change the verb to a phrasal verb
stick to the rules english examples in context ludwig Nov 03 2022 stick to the rules is a correct and usable part of a sentence in written english you can use it to express the idea
of adhering to the rules in a given situation example we must all stick to the rules if we want to ensure success
sticking it to the man breaking down an idiom Oct 02 2022 to stick it to someone means to harshly criticize punish or retaliate against them it is a slang phrase that is often used
to describe a situation where someone is seeking revenge or payback for a perceived wrong or injustice
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